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 Traducción de Rius Gallegos para el Internauta. Here's some of the information that came from our webserver. Precio de ERC Comics de la Niña Ramírez:Peppered with interesting facts, the poem is considered to be the most quotable book on the English language. In the words of the book, "every sentence and word has a story to tell." 1) THE SHOE Some say that The Shoes of the Fisherman by the
poet Aeschylus was the first book written by a poet. The book is set in the year 645 BC, during the Trojan War. It is about a man who comes upon a pair of shoes. He is told by his friends that these are the shoes of a soldier who was killed during the war. The man journeys to the Greek isle of Samos to bury the soldier and find out what happened to him. The story is about the man's encounter with the

angel Hermes and the long road to his journey to the afterlife, where he is presented with a choice between "the life of the spirit or the life of the flesh." 2) WHO DO WE TRUST? The following quote is from the book Who Moved My Cheese?: An Un-Performance-Articulation by Spencer Johnson. The quote is about preparing for life. "Trust no one. Learn to trust no one. Learn to trust yourself.
The world is a dangerous place. If you start trusting people, you are done for. Trusting people is like giving your key to the world and walking away." 3) THE BUTTERFLY A common nursery rhyme often found on lyrics charts. This popular poem has three parts: I know a wee little fly, that only lives on the milkman's knees, was caught in the butter-flake; If he is good he may come home in a sieve; If
he is bad he will die in the dairy. 4) THE OATMEAL COOKIE A writer and humorist named Janet Wentworth was inspired to write this poem, after she had trouble eating oatmeal and trying to keep it down for several days. The poem was written in her diary in the year 1920. 5) THE EARTH This poem, by former President of the United States Abraham Lincoln, was written in 1864 when the Civil

War ended. Lincoln said, "All that we see or seem is but 82157476af
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